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Come and Join our International 
Summer School of German 
Language and Culture!

Summer Schools are a great opportunity to combine theoretical 
knowledge with exciting practical experience. Together with 
students from all over the world, you can learn German, 
make new contacts and experience German history and 
culture at TU Braunschweig’s Summer School courses.

Braunschweig is located in the state of Lower-Saxony in the 
northern part of Germany and was founded more than 1000 
years ago. For many centuries, the city was an important trading 
and cultural center in northern Germany. You can still stroll 
through medieval streets and discover many historic buildings 
in the city. Today, Braunschweig has about 250,000 inhabitants. 
The region is known for its particularly high level of investment 
in research and development: Many national research institutes 
and 250 companies in the high-tech sector make it one of 
the strongest research regions in the whole of Europe. 

The Technische Universität Braunschweig looks back on 
a history of almost 300 years and thus has the longest 
tradition among universities of technology in Germany. 

It is part of the TU9 network, the alliance of the nine 
leading institutes of technology in Germany.

In our summer course on German Language and Culture 
you will learn German in small groups at two different 
language levels (A1 and A2/B1 − according to the Common 
European Framework of Reference for Languages). You 
will have six lessons on each of the five weekdays, during 
which you will improve your grammar, pronunciation and 
vocabulary. You will also learn a lot about German culture, 
history and the region surrounding Braunschweig.

Classes will be accompanied by an extensive social 
programme. We will visit historic towns, museums and 
regional companies, such as Volkswagen and Jägermeister. 
We will see some of TU Braunschweig’s research facilities 
and learn about innovative research projects. During field 
trips you will get more familiar with the nature and culture 
of the region. Fun activities and enough free time to explore 
Braunschweig on your own round off our programme.

The Main Old Building of TU Braunschweig 
Das Altgebäude der TU Braunschweig

→ www.tu-braunschweig.de
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Impressions of our 
last Summer Schools

Visit to the Institute for Structural Design Visit to the Roder gallery in Goslar

All about cars: the Autostadt in WolfsburgVisit of the Brandenburger Tor in Berlin

Hands-on at the Research AirportGuided city tour through Braunschweig
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Key facts

Time period 19 June – 28 July 2023 (6 weeks) 

01 March 2023

In person (if possible in accordance with the valid Covid-19 regulations)

German

Registration deadline

Event form

Language of instruction

1.335 € for tuition, teaching material and social programmeParticipation fee

Students and prospective students of all fi elds of study; young researchers and 
professionals; students from partner universitiesTarget groups

A1, A2/B1 (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages)Level

180 teaching hours (á 45 minutes); in 3 teaching units (á 90 minutes each) per day (8:30–14:30)Workload

Graded certifi cate; 9 ECTS credits (+ 1-3 optional ECTS for aditional assignments such as 
project works)Certifi cate and credit points

You have the option to enroll as an exchange student at our university to have access to all 
university services. The fee is currently 392 € (317 € for students from partner universities).

Registration fee

Application for the Summer School
Please send the application form (available on our website) before 01 March 2023 to:

� summerschool@tu-braunschweig.de

→ tu-braunschweig.de/international-german-language-summer-school
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Scholarships 
To foster intercultural exchange and the internalization of the region, the Lower Saxony Ministry of Science and Culture grants 
scholarships to student participants from the State's international partner regions. If you are a student from the Eastern Cape 
Province (South Africa), Tanzania, the Netherlands, Wielkopolska Voivodeship or Lower Silesia Voivodeship (Poland), the Normandy 
region (France), the Provinces of Anhui or Shandong (People's Republic of China), the Perm Krai or the Tyumen Oblast (Russian Fede-
ration) or the Tokushima Prefecture (Japan), please feel free to apply for one of our scholarships. 

Your application should include:

▻ Application form (available 
on our website)

▻ Your CV (in German or English)
▻ Motivation letter (in German or English)
▻ Transcript of records of your 

current study pogramme
▻ Proof of enrollment at a 

University in a partner region
▻ Proof of German level (if applicable)
▻ List of German courses you 

have taken (if any)

Not included are:

▻ Travel expenses to / from Braunschweig
▻ Visa expenses
▻ Health and liability insurance for 

the duration of the programme
▻ Any additional personal expenses

Any questions or doubts? Just get in touch! 

Application for the Scholarships:
Please send your application before 01 March 2023 to:

� summerschool@tu-braunschweig.de

→ tu-braunschweig.de/international-german-language-summer-school

The scholarships comprise:

▻ Accomodation at a host family / 
shared apartment

▻ Course tuition and learning material
▻ Welcome package
▻ Free WiFi on campus
▻ Social programme
▻ Braunschweig bus ticket for the 

duration of the programme
▻ Food allowance




